PRODUCT OVERVIEW

STATE3 ONLINE

STATE 3 ONLINE
STATE3 Online brings smart management
to technology ecosystems helping you to
understand change and mitigate risk.
The STATE3 solution encompasses seven key
components – technologies, infrastructure, location,
contract information, people / user profiles, business
activities and data. Each component yields immense
information on its own and this is amplified through
the further interactions and the associations created in
STATE3 Online.
We start by ingesting key information about technologies, infrastructure, and commercial information. This
creates the base Catalogue for easy browse and look up.
As part of our implementation sprints, we work with
your business and technical people to capture how each
component interacts. The resulting Technology Map
does not require in-depth technical training. We keep it
simple. Every node is a technology and every arrow an
interaction.

From here users can understand the context of how
technology supports organisational function using
multiple filters (e.g. protocol, tags, business activity), or
change the visualisation to understand the footprint of
risk, criticality or confirmations or even see the product map. This provides a view of what vendors support
which technologies within the business.

Users can hover for more information or click through
to explore further details such as a full description of
the technology, which components have been installed,
what business activities the technology supports and its
wider infrastructure.

“ STATE 3 Online visualises

all the components of your
technology environment,
shows risk and the
impact of change.

”
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STATE3 ONLINE

STATE 3 ONLINE
ONE VIEW OF YOUR TECHNOLOGY
Bring all applications, infrastructure,
vendor contracts, user profiles, data,
and business activities together to see
the big picture.
UNDERSTAND THE IMPACT OF CHANGE
Understand and mitigate risk for any
change via STATE3’s impact assessments
for every business change across your
technology ecosystem.
ALIGN BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY

The Impact Assessment is our first Insight Report and
allows users to determine the impact of downstream
changes and to mitigate any identified risk. This supports your internal and vendor supported change process. From supporting a business case to understanding
the wider implications of an outage at the click of a
button.

Built with both technology and business
users in mind, STATE3 simplifies the
conversation by focussing on the impact
of change not just the technology itself.

$

STATE3 Online also helps organisations understand
bigger questions such as ‘what is the technology cost to
serve this location / department, function / team?’

COST OUT
Eliminate the need for expensive third
party consultancy ahead of any project
by ensuring your current technology
state is always current.
SEE YOUR BUSINESS

STATE3 Online enables your organisation to develop its
current technology state and ensure that it is always
up to date through automated updates and manual
reviews. Whether its ad hoc queries or determining the
impact of project milestones, STATE3 Online helps you
take control, visualise risk and manage change.

Access catalogues, visualise your
environment and glean insights to find
areas of risk and opportuntity.

For more information and to see how STATE3 Online can
help your organisation, contact us for a Free Demo.

Capture knowledge in a practical way
to ensure that your technology current
state can be used by new and existing
employees, vendors and partners.

“

Airways needed a way of capturing and documenting a
wide, diverse set of technologies and information systems
to help understand not only what our landscape looked like
now but also to see what it could look like with different
solutions and approaches taken. We also needed these perspectives to be easily understood by stakeholders across the
whole organisation and for a way to foster a deeper collaboration between technology and business teams. The STATE3
tool filled these needs, and more. ”
James Williams-Blakey, Enterprise Technology
Architecture
AIRWAYS NEW ZEALAND

KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE

CONTACT:
Tania Armstrong
Sales & Channel Director
Mobile: 021 975 103
Email: tania.armstrong@state3.co.nz
Web: state3.co.nz
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